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 This research aimed to analysis the student’s self-strategies in memorizing English 
Vocabulary survey study at Ponpes Al-Muwahhidin Lelede. The subject of this research 

was first grade VII-A of MTs Al-Muwahhidin in academic year 2022/2023. The sample 

of this study were 7 students. The method of this research was qualitative survey study. 

The technique of data collection applied in this study were interview, recording and 
documents. Then the procedure of data analysis was data condensation, data display and 

conclusion drawing and verification used the theory of Miles and Huberman 2014. The 

result of this research, the researcher found out the types of student’s strategies in 

memorizing English vocabulary. The strategies used by the students were making note 
strategy, repeating strategy, singing strategy and practice strategy. Therefore, the 

strategies used by students to remember the meaning and spelling were practice 

strategy, writing strategy, memorizing strategy and reading strategy.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In learning English language, the learners not only study the academic skill such as 

listening, speaking, writing, and reading skill, but also the components of language, they are 

grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary. Those are needed to be studied by the right manner to 

get the goal of studying subject. Among for skills, and components of language have studied 

whether formal education or non-formal education the learners are frequently faced by difficulties 

in developing the subject being studied, it is because of the students un able to find out their lack 

in learning subject whether four skills or components of language, particularly English language 

and they keep studying without any progress. 

And talking about language means talking about vocabulary. It means that a language 

cannot be separated from vocabulary, since vocabulary is the basic component of language. 

Therefore, the mastery of vocabulary is the most important aspect in acquiring a language. This 

statement is supported by Hatch and Brown (1995:1). They say “vocabulary is the foundation to 

build languages, which plays a fundamental role in communication”. Nowadays English is used 

almost all over the world, whether it is used as the first, second, or foreign language. Teaching 

vocabulary is one of the most important components of any language classes because through 

vocabulary, second language learners are able to understand and express their idea and statement 

by language. 

       According to Nation (2008:66) says that vocabulary is central to language. The 

quotations mean that vocabulary is the main element of language. Language is the expression 

which is constructed by words or vocabulary. Words are the tools which used to think, to express 
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idea and feeling, and to learn about world. In language learning vocabulary is important 

component. It links to four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

This problem also is similar to pronounce the basic problem in learning spelling words 

that the way in reading the word is different. One syllable has more than one way in utterance and 

the other hand language. So, that’s why students were hard to memorizing vocabulary  

It is commonly the learner use of strategy will influence the learners’ success in subject 

being studied. The availability of many techniques, methods, strategies, Medias, and approaches 

as the tools for learning will make the students easier to understand in every subject being touch. 

By applying one of them within learning activity will help them to catch the subject matter 

compressively. In this case, that the better strategy they use the higher the result it will be. 

Absolutely, in selecting those students must take into consideration with condition, learning area, 

timing, and kind of subject to be studied. 

So, it is important for learners to have a strategy. Strategy is useful for learners, if it suits 

well with the learner’s task, fit with the learner’s learning style, and links it with another relevant 

strategy. Under these conditions, the strategies will make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, 

more self-directed, more effective and more transferable to new situation. And here the researcher 

will focus at the Islamic boarding school because it happened when the researcher took 

observation during PLP. 

 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A. Strategy 

     Strategies are especially important for language learning because they are tools for 

active, self-directed involvement, which is essential for developing communicative 

competence. Appropriate language learning strategies result in improved proficiency and 

greater self-confidence. 

Now, for the first time, learning strategies are becoming widely recognized throughout 

education in general. Under various names, such as learning skills, learning to learn skills, 

and thinking skills, and problem-solving skills, learning strategies are the way students learn 

a wide range of subject, from native language reading through electronics troubleshooting to 

new language. Learning strategy work-shops are drawing big crowds at language teachers 

‘conventions. Researchers are identifying, classifying, and evaluating language learning 

strategies, and these efforts are resulting in a steady stream of articles on the topic.  

B. Students strategy in learning Vocabulary 

In learning subject, we needed the strategy it makes easy to learning, used the material 

at whatever the current level of mastery involves at least four subsets of strategies according 

to (Cohen: 13-15): Retrieval strategies, rehearsal strategies, coping strategies, and 

communication strategies. Retrieval strategies are used to call up language material from 

storage by means of whatever memory searching strategies the learner can muster. In the 

above example with the subjunctive, retrieval strategies would be those strategies used to help 

remember when to use the subjunctive and how to form the present subjunctive. Likewise, a 

language used strategy could entail used a keyword mnemonic in order to retrieve the meaning 

of a given vocabulary word. 

C. Types of Vocabulary 

The fact that vocabulary is represented as words, there was at least two kinds of 

vocabulary; oral and print vocabulary. 

a. Oral vocabulary 

Oral vocabulary is the set of words for which we know the meanings when we 

speak or read orally. 

b. Print vocabulary 

Print vocabulary consists of those words for which the meaning is known when we 

write or read silently (Hiebert & Kamil, 2005: 3). 
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Nation (2000: 15) divides vocabulary in texts into four kinds; high frequency 

words, academic words, technical words, and low frequency words. Moreover, vocabulary 

which is related to the word’s knowledge, there are also two kinds of it; receptive and 

productive vocabulary where productive vocabulary is the set of words that an individual 

can use when writing or speaking. They are words that are well-known, familiar, and used 

frequently. Conversely, receptive or recognition vocabulary is the set of words for which 

an individual can assign meanings when listening or reading, and it is sometimes 

unfamiliar (Hiebert & Kamil, 2005: 3). Dealing with these terms, it covers all aspects of 

what is involved in knowing a word, and there are three aspects involve in it; meaning, 

form and use (Nation, 2000: 39-40). 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD  

A. Research Design 

 The method of this study qualitative designed that is hoped to give detail and in-depth 

information about certain phenomenon. Thus, qualitative method would be applied as the 

method of this study. In addition, Qualitative designs are divided into some types, but the 

researcher used one of them named case study. Case study research is an intensive analysis 

of an individual unit such as a person or community stressing developmental factors in 

relation to environment. In line with Leddy & Ormrod (2015: p271) he explains case study 

attempt to learn about the little known or poorly understood situation. The case study can be 

either a single case or case bounded by time and place Creswell (2012: p465). The data 

collection for case study is extensive and draws from multiple sources such as direct or 

participant observation, interviews, records, or documents. 
B. Design of Case Study 

 
Figure 3- uploaded by Iyenemi Ibimina Kakulu 

B. Subject of the Study 

 The subject one of very important thing within the research, because the data would 

be obtained from the subject, there are 26 female students at the first grade student of Ponpes 

Al- Muwahhidin Lelede in academic year 2022/2023 would be involved in this study.This 

taken based on the researcher observation within the teaching practice.  
C. Technique of Collecting Data 

1. Interview 

The researcher of this study conducted an interview to the students who has of problem 

in memorizing vocabulary, this activity conducted ten minutes for each student. 

2. Recording  

The activity of researcher interview while recording them as the data validity, the 
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recording used by the researcher in order to avoid them in finding un true data. 

3. Note taking 

The activity of researcher to take note the transcript interview to support the data 

validity, the note taking in the form of conversation (dialogue).  

D. Technique of Data Analysis 

1. Data Reduction  

According to Miles and Huberman (2014:18) researcher must be selective in 

determining which dimensions are more important, which relationships are more 

meaningful and consequently, what information can be collected and analyzed. 

2. Data Display 

The following step after data condensation is the presentation of the data Miles and 

Huberman (1992) as group information that gives the possibility of withdrawal 

conclusion and action by looking at the presentation. In this data, researchers would be 

more easily understand what is being happened and what to do. It means that the 

researcher continues the analysis or try to take an action by deepening these findings. In 

this stage the researcher classifies the activities of student’s strategies in memorizing 

vocabulary. 

3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification 

From several stages that have been done and the last is the conclusion of the analysis 

that has been done as well as double-check the evidence that has been found in the field. 

At this stage, researcher analysis the data that has been obtained from interviews 

contained in the presentation of data, so that researcher can draw conclusions from the 

results of research that has been done.  

 

4. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

A. Research finding 

Before discuss strategies there are three points; interest, difficulties and strategy. 

1. Interest 

   After the researcher conducted interview, the researcher found that from seven 

students there were six students interested in English subject (vocabulary) and there was 

one student not interested in English subject (vocabulary).  

After conducted interview the researcher found that the reason from the seven 

students why the students interested in English (vocabulary) and not interested in English 

(vocabulary). Six students have same reason why they interested in English (vocabulary) 

because they felt that English is easy and fun especially in learning English vocabulary 

and also the teacher is fun, so make the students interested in learning English. And one 

of the students not interested in English (vocabulary) because she felt that learning English 

was very difficult especially in memorizing vocabulary. 

Strategy 

1. Student’s strategies in memorizing vocabulary 

a. Make note strategy 

 Based on the result of interview with Fertunnaila, the researcher found that 

Fertunnaila used the making note strategy to memorize vocabulary. 

This can be proven by student’s result of interview 

F: “ strategi saya itu membuat catatan kecil.” 

 (“ my strategy is make note”) 

b. Repeating strategy 

 Based on the interview with Helma, the researcher found that Helma used 

repeating strategy to memorize the vocabulary. 

Here the proven by Helm’s result of interview 

 H: “ strategi saya itu dengan mengulang-ulang membacanya sampai kita hafal” 

     (“my strategy is repeating to read it until we memorize it”) 
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c. Singing strategy 

 Based on the interview with Aqila, the researcher found that Aqila used singing   

strategy to memorize the vocabulary. Here the proven with Aqila’s statement. 

A: “ strategi saya itu bernyanyi” 

      (“ my strategy is singing”) 

      “ kadang- kadang di luar kelas ataupun di dalam kelas” 

     ( “ sometimes outside the class or inside the class” 

d. Practice strategy 

    Based on the interview with Elmira and Bunga, the researcher found that    

Elmira and Bunga used practice strategy to memorize the vocabulary.  

            E: “ strategi saya banyak-banyak praktik” 

                (“ my strategy is more practice”) 

 
Table 2 graphic of students’ strategy in memorizing vocabulary 

             Based on the graphic above the researcher found that there were four strategies 

used with seven students in memorizing English vocabulary, namely make note strategy, 

repeating strategy, singing strategy and practice strategy. Three of them used make note 

strategy in memorizing vocabulary and two of the used practice strategies in memorizing 

vocabulary and also one of them used repeating strategy in memorizing English 

vocabulary and the last one of them used singing strategy in memorizing vocabulary. The 

dominant strategy used with student in memorizing English vocabulary was make note 

strategy. 

2. Students ‘strategies for remembering spelling and meaning 

    Based on the interview with the students, the researcher found that the students’ used 

strategies in remembering meaning and spelling such as: practice strategy, writing 

strategy, memorize strategy and reading strategy.                                                                                                                                  

a. Practice strategy 

This can be proven with the student's result of interview: 

Z: “ Strategi saya adalah sering-sering praktik” 

      (“ My strategi is to practice often”) 

b. Writing strategy 

A:” Strategi saya menulis tulisannya lalu menghafal bagaimana spelling dan   artinya 

itu” 

     (“ My strategy is write the text and then memorize how to spell and what it 

means”) 

“Ketika saya belajar kosakata” 

 (“ When I learn the vocabulary”) 

c.  Memorizing strategy 

Here proven with Fertunnaila’s statement of interview for remembering meaning and 

spelling. 
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F: “Saya menggunakan strategi menghafal, praktik dan membaca untuk                

mengingat spelling dan meaning” 

     (“ I use memorize practice and reading strategy for  remembering spelling and 

                   meaning”) 

d. Reading strategy  

            This can be proven with two students 

     F: “ Saya menggunakan strategi menghafal, praktik dan membaca untuk   

              mengingat spelling dan meaning” 

    (“ I use memorize practice and reading strategy for  remembering spelling and  

                  meaning”) 

 
Table 3 graphic of students’ strategy for remembering meaning and spelling 

       The graphic above showed that the student’s strategies for remembering meaning 

and spelling of vocabulary. There were four strategy used seven students for 

remembering meaning and spelling of vocabulary namely, practice strategy, writing 

strategy, memorizing strategy and reading strategy. There were four students used 

practice strategy for remembering meaning and spelling of vocabulary then two 

students used writing strategy for remembering meaning and spelling and the third 

there was one student used memorizing strategy for remembering meaning and 

spelling and the last strategy was reading strategy beside the writing and practice 

strategy used with two of them, they also used reading strategy for remembering 

meaning and spelling.  

B. Discussion 

      According to Peter F Drucker (1954), “Strategy is analyzing the present situation and 

changing it whenever necessary. Incorporated within this is finding out what one’s resources 

are or what they should be”. Moreover, in this research there were four strategies used by 

seven students of female in memorizing English vocabulary. Making notes strategy, repeating 

strategy, singing strategy and practicing strategy. Here three students used to make notes 

strategy, it’s mean that when they memorize the vocabulary, they just make notes to memorize 

it. And one student used repeating strategy to memorize the vocabulary in order to always 

remember so easy to memorize the vocabulary, and the third was singing strategy used by one 

student to memorize the vocabulary and the last were two students used practice strategy to 

memorize the vocabulary, it’s mean that the more we practice we get easy to memorize the 

words and here the four strategies used with students for remembering spelling meaning and 

spelling such as; Practice strategy, It’s mean that when the students write the meaning of 

vocabulary and remember of the meaning, the students always practice then writing and  

memorizing strategy most of the students used writing and memorizing strategy to 

remembering meaning vocabulary and spelling and the last reading strategy, and one of 

students’ strategies to remembering meaning and spelling is always read the meaning and 

spelling of vocabulary. 
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5. CONCLUSION  

A. Conclusion 

In line the explanation has been described in the previous chapter, this research aimed to 

know the students’ self-strategies in memorizing English vocabulary. Based on the research 

results, it was found that the students of first grade in Ponpes Al-Muwahhidin used four 

strategies in memorizing English vocabulary. They were making notes strategy, practice 

strategy, singing strategy and repeating strategy. The first strategy that was used by student 

through make notes strategy as the dominant strategy. It means that the student before 

memorize the vocabulary they write in small books or to make notes in order to easy memorize 

the vocabulary that given by the teacher. The second strategy that was used by student was 

repeating strategy in memorizing vocabulary. Then the third strategy was used by the first 

grade by singing strategy. It means that when the student memorizes the vocabulary they sing 

to memorize it. the last strategy that used with the first grade through practice strategy, The 

more they practice they better they will be. And there were four strategies used with seven 

students for remembering meaning and spelling the first strategy was practice strategy its 

mean that the students always practice in order to remember the meaning of vocabulary and 

how the spell of words vocabulary and the second strategy was writing strategy the students 

always write how the spell of word and the third strategy was memorize strategy its mean that 

memorize the meaning of vocabulary and memorize how the spell of words and the last 

strategy was reading strategy its mean that the students always read the meaning and spelling 

of vocabulary in order to easy memorize the meaning of vocabulary. 

 

6. SUGGESTION 

1. For teachers 

The researcher suggests that teacher is able to: 

a. The teacher improve the further of vocabulary students and make the students motivate to 

improve the skill of vocabulary to be able improve more vocabulary is that owned by 

students. The memorizing vocabulary, the teacher need to choose the interesting strategies 

to be applied in memorizing vocabulary, use the interesting material like game and 

memorize the new vocabulary every meeting. 

2. For students 

Researcher has suggestion for students could be more active in teaching English including to 

improve the ability to be more understanding the learning material that has been learned in 

teaching process and have to do more practice. 
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